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Energy efficiency projects in construction successf ul despite 
economic crisis 
 
A change in strategy can result in project success in tough economic times, as a 
conference on renewable energy and energy efficiency projects in the construction 
industry has shown. Twenty-two coordinators for CONCERTO projects subsidised 
by the EU came to the Brussels conference to share their experiences. 
 
The Irish Republic has been one of the countries most hard-hit by the financial 
crisis; "SERVE has been a success during the deepest crisis Ireland has ever 
experienced," said Seamus Hoyne from the Limerick Institute of Technology in 
summarising his project experiences, and the results do indeed speak for 
themselves – 400 buildings renovated and 50 energy-efficient buildings built from 
scratch. This project took a departure from the normal course by involving 
residents, 90 percent of whom actually owned the renovated buildings; the savings 
to be generated from the investment clinched the argument during the crisis.  
 
There was a change of plan in Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain, with 100 new houses 
originally to be built as part of a new-build project; then the crisis hit, causing a 
change in focus to renovating existing buildings from the Fifties and Sixties 
according to Iver Jan Leren from the PIME'S CONCERTO project. 
 
Reto M. Hummelshøj from the ECO-City CONCERTO project demonstrated how 
fast renovation projects can break even for housing associations and local 
authorities – all of eleven years on average in a follow-up on projects completed in 
Helsingborg, Sweden, and Helsingør in Denmark. Renovation and new-build 
projects alike saw CO2 emission reductions amounting to 28 percent; the project 
has long since been completed, and increased efficiency would make these 
reduction rates difficult to match in the present, according to Hummelshøj. 
 
One thing that Emil ter Horst learned from the cRRrescendo CONCERTO project 
was that preparation is so much more important in renovation than in new-build 
projects – "There are a lot more stakeholders you have to include in a renovation 
project than when you're constructing new buildings," an observation echoed by 
Sylvain Koch-Mathian from the RENAISSANCE CONCERTO project. Lessons 
learned by project partners in Lyon have even found their way into the new French 
Energy Regulation for the construction industry, according to Koch-Mathian.  
 
The CONCERTO projects also showed that rethinking technologies along with 
procedures could bring dividends, with a CHP plant in Milton Keynes, UK, serving 
as one such example; "This technology hasn't yet gained much traction in Britain, 
but our project has shown that CHP does work well, boosting its credibility," said 



 

ter Horst. Combinations of technologies, integration and monitoring are disciplines 
that offer an excellent opportunity for project partners to learn from one another, 
according to Károly Matolcsy from the Hungarian Research Institute EMI and 
PIME'S project manager. 
The general consensus from the conference was that the evidence from many 
countries had shown the need for flexibility in renovation and new-build projects in 
what can be difficult conditions. 
 
 
CONCERTO website: www.concerto.eu 
 
 
This press release is available in the following languages: 
Bulgarian - Czech - Danish - Dutch - English - Estonian - Finnish - French - German - Greek - 
Hungarian - Italian - Latvian - Lithuanian - Polish - Portuguese - Romanian - Slovakian - 
Slovenian - Spanish - Swedish 
http://concerto.eu/concerto/news-and-events/news-events-press-releases.html 
 
Contact:  
CONCERTO Premium: 
Steinbeis-Europa-Zentrum 
Valerie Bahr and Charlotte Schlicke 
Tel: +49-711-123 4021, Tel: +49-711-123 4018,  
E-mail: concertopremium@steinbeis-europa.de  
 
The CONCERTO Initiative is co-financed by the European Commission through 
the European Research Framework Programme. The EU initiative of DG Energy 
has co-funded 58 communities in 22 projects in 23 countries and started in 2005. 
 
CONCERTO Premium: 
The Steinbeis-Europa-Zentrum – Your partner for inn ovation in Europe 
The Commissioner for Europe of the Minister of Finance and Economics of Baden-
Württemberg and his operational unit, Steinbeis-Europa-Zentrum (SEZ), have 
been supporting companies, universities and research organisations in Baden-
Württemberg since 1990 to access European funding, generate project ideas and 
submit applications, implement and manage European projects. SEZ is the 
National Contact Point for SMEs in Baden-Württemberg on behalf of the Federal 
Ministry of Economics and Technology. It also acts as the EU’s Contact Point for 
Universities on behalf of the Ministry of Science, Research and the Arts in Baden-
Württemberg. As a partner in the Enterprise Europe Network, SEZ has been 
appointed by the European Commission to stimulate innovation and to promote 
transnational technology transfer.  
 
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology  
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) is a public corporation according to the 
legislation of the state of Baden-Württemberg. It fulfils the mission of a university 
and the mission of a national research centre of the Helmholtz Association. KIT 
focuses on a knowledge triangle that links the tasks of research, teaching, and 
innovation. 


